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Draft Order Takes
Effect This Month

Under the direction of Robert D. Nesbitt, Jr., students of an industrial arts problems course
work on construction of a Sonerai Two aircraft. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

UNM Competing With Lockheed?
By Penelope Wronski
Stoff Writer
What's that at the College of
Education industrial arts
building? It's a bookcase, it's a
rebuilt engine... no, it's an
airplane!
A Sonerai Two aircraft is being
built by students in a problems
course taught by industrial
education Professor Robert D.
Nesbitt Jr.
The six-hour course is offered
through
the
Continuing
Education department. Twelve
students, who are public school
teachers, are enrolled in the class.
"The students were all sent a
complete set of plans and manual
proceedures before the class
began,'' Nesbitt said.

"The aircraft will be completed
on July 3, when the · course is
finished. The plane will then be
certified for flight by the FAA,"
Nesbitt said.
''The plane will have to fly for
40 hours in a 30 mile radius of an
area designated by the FAA," he
said.
"When the plane is completed
it will be powered by a 2100 cubic
em. Volkswagon engine converted for an aircraft. The plane
wlll be able to fly at 140 m.p.h.
using 30 gallons of fuel an hour,"
Nesbitt said.
"The plane wlll be painted red
with black and gold stripes. He
also said, "the wings of the plane
will be able to fold up for
. towing," he said.

The $5,000-$6,000 Monnette
Experimental Aircraft Co. kit,
consisting of parts to be
machined and custom fit
together, was supplied by Roy
Marsh of Albuquerque.

James C. Johnson
Staff Writer

The reorganization of two
ethnic studies programs at UNM
has led to the ouster of Harold
Bailey, Afro-American Studies
director. Bailey, who had been
employed by the University
under annual contract, found
himself out of a job Monday
when his contract was not
renewed.
A split of the Afro-American
was led by national represen· and Native American Studies
tative Jerome A. Bailey and programs into separate academic
UNM employees Cecelia Briley, ~d counseling departments,
Rebecca Esquivel, Veronica with the counseling part of the
Grady, Consuela Martinez and program under the direction of
Vice President Marvin Johnson,
Jalene Smith.
About 1,000 full-time and as was announced in May by
many as 400 part-time employees Johnson and several others. Both
1
are represented by Local 8674. Bailey and Roxanne Dunbar
The local was formed after UNM Ortiz, director of Native
employees voted on May 12 to American Studies, said they had
affiliate with the Communication · not been consulted about the
Workers of America.
change. They also said they had

Members of the recently
organized union of UNM clerical
and staff employees overwhelmingly approved their first
contract Wednesday, said
Rebecca Esquivel, a member of
the union's negotiating com·
mittee. The official tally was not
available at press time, but
Esquivel said she estimated that
the contract had been ratified by
a vote of about 20 to 1.
U rtdar terms of the two year
By Alice L. Wagoner
pact, each employee will receive a Staff Writer
wage increase of at least 10
The June 25 fire in a Clark Hall
percent. A major contract chemistry lab, caused by a
provision will allow employees in petroleum ether ·mixture,
a specific grade to automatically . resulted in an estimated $500 in
progress to top pay in that grade damage,
Physical
Plant
within seven years. A new Assistant Direttor Ned Ross
employee in grade 1 would start said.
earning $7,363 per year and
Ross said the damage was not
would receive annual increases up actually appraised, but the into a maximum salary bf $9,194 surance agent told him the
per year after 7 years.
amount ''would probably be
Negotiations for the new about 500 or 700 dollars."
Phyllis 1.-eber, who was in the
contra.ct began June 11 and were
completed fourteen days later. lab at the time of the fire, told
'I'he union bargaining cotntnittee police she was evaporating

they nre being drafted," the
president said. "It is a
precautionary measum designed
to make our country strong and
to maintain peace."
The order implements a bill
Carter signed Friday providing
more than $13 million to pay for
the costs. An actual draft would
require a military emergency and
congressional approval.
Several groups have organized
to combat registration and thi.'
Amerkan Civil Liberties Union
has filed suit to stop the procl~Ss,
contending
the
proct•ss
discriminates against men 1'linc<•
women are not included.
To counter these groups, nn
organization called ·College
Democrats of America working through the Democratic
National Committee -is~ued a
statement supporting the
president.
But David Landau. who heads
the ACLU's draft protest
program, noted that Carter had
signed the registration bill
almost six months after saying
there was a national emergency.

Ethnic Studies Programs Split
Bailey's Contract Not Renewed

Union Approves Contract
By James C. Johnson
Staff Writer

WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Carter, saying he was
acting to "maintain peace,"
issued an order Wednesday
requiring 4 million young
Amedcan men to sign up for
draft registration between July
21 and Aug. 2 at their local post
offices.
Cart.er said the order is
designed "not to threaten war,
but to preserve peace."
"I am not in favor of a
peacetime draft," Carter said.
"We will continue to rely on
voluntary enlistment by the
military forces to defend our
country."
Under Carter's order, men
b9m in 1960 must register during
the first week of the sign-up
period and those born in 1961
during the week starting July 28.
Beginning next January, men
born in 1962 will register. After
that, each man will sign up when
he turns 18.
Men who fail to register could
face a maximum five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine.
The order "will not mean that

Lab Fire Started by Ether
petroleum ether on a hot plate in
a hood. Police said she went to a
sink to wash a flask for about two
minutes when, turning back to
the hood, she found it ''engulfed
in flames."
Thinking the .fire too big for a
fire extinquisher, Leber ran to
sound the fire alarm first on the
third floor and then on the second
floor, police said. Neither fire
alarm worked.
By the time police, city firemen
and reserve units arrived, the fire
was being extinquished with a
fire extinquisher by custodian
gustaquio Salas, police said.

previously been assured by
Provost McAllister Hull and
other administrators that their
programs would not be split.
Bailey said he was told in May
that Afro-American Studies was
being split into two parts and
that he was being reassigned to
the counseling part of the
program. Hull asked Bailey to
respond to the reassignment
proposal by June 4.
On June 4 Bailey requested
additional information ori the
reassignment and told Hull he
would make a decision when he
returned from annual leave. Two
days later Associate Provost Joel
Jones announced that Bailey's
contract would expire on June 30
and would not be renewed.
Bailey, who had already left on
his annual leave, said he did not
learn about the decision not to
renew his contract until he read
about it in the newspaper.
Bailey said Wednesday that
the administration wanted to
reassign him to the counseling
program because they hoped to
abandon his special projects such
as the Youth Enrichment
Program, the establishment of a
degree in Afro·American Studies,
hiring more black faculty
members and making other
academic changes.
''The University does not wa11t
to make positive cha11ges,"
Bailey said, adding that he
believes he has been dismissed
because tbe UNM administration
sees him as a "threat to
traditional education7"
On June · 6, the day Jones
notified Bailey that his ~ontract
would not be renewed, it was

announced that Ortiz had
resigned. A letter Ortiz sent to
Hull on May 28 - a letter which
protested the splitting of the
Native American Studies
program fuio seperate academic
and counseling departments was interpreted by UNM
President William E. Davis as a
letter of resignation and was
formally accepted.
On Wednesday Hull called the
University's acceptance of an
alleged "Jetter of resignation"
written by Ortiz an "unfortunate
misunderstanding." After Ortiz
informed the University that she
had not resigned, she was issued
a new contract, Hull said.
Ortiz spoke in defense of Bailey
in an interview Monday. She said
it was outrageous for the
. University to offer Bailey a
counseling position. "He is an
academician and a scholar. He
has a Ph.D. and has published,
but they reassiJn~ed him to a
continued on page 2

Harold Bailey

.1

l'ag<· :~. :\o·v, \l<'\11 ,.J l.,ih I·"'"'· Jllh ,'{. I!Jh()
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Ethnic Studies Programs Split

National Briefs

continued from page 1
nonacademic
service
job . . . under the man he has
most opposed," · she said.
"Harold is overqualified for the
position."
Bailey bas been criticized by
some· students, Ortiz said, but
this is not unexpected. "We (in
ethnic studies) are always in a
controversial position, dealing
with controversial issues. Many
times students are offended."
She said that while some individuals may oppose Bailey, "he
has the support of the black
community and the vast majority
of minorities at UNM.
"I Lhink his civil rights were
violated," Ortiz said. She said
she believ!'s that his reassignment was illegal, and thinks
Bailey should take legal action to
.ussert his rights.
Bailey confirmt'd that he had
appenlf'd his ouster. "I started
the internal grievance process on
June 30," he said. While he
would not discuss possible legal
action in detail, he said that
''everything is well documented,
and when this goes to court" he
and the program will be vindicated.
Bailey has bet'n embroiled in
controversy since he first became

<

"'

associated with the Afro·
American Studies Program seven
years ago: In 1974 he S\lpported a
boycott by a group of UNM
athletes. Several years ago,
Bailey said, when the ad·
ministration
announced '· the
programs and se~ices offered to
minority students, he publicly
criticized the University for not
doing enough. Recently, Bailey
has been under fire for his role as
an athletic advisor and ·for his
dismissal of Shiame Okunor, the
assistant director of Afro·
American"Studies.
In February the Lobo reported
that Bailey had been receiving
$5,000 per year as an athletic
advisor. University officials said
Bailey was being paid to counsel
athletes.
Bailey said this was not the
case.
"I W'lS an academic advisor for
the athletic director and his
stuff," he said, "I did come in
contact. with black athletes, but
that was through the Afro·
American Studies Program." .
Bailey said he believes this
story may have come from the
administration.
"They were
trying to rliscredit me because
they couldn't find any legitimate

means to get rid of me."
In March the Lobo reported
that Bailey, had fired Okunor, his
assistant for five years. Supporters of Okunor, claiming to
represent the Black Student·
Union, circulated a' petition
calling for Bailey's dismissal.
The Union later· apologized .for
the incident, and its officers said
the organization had -he.ver
sought the dismissal of Bailey.
A petition calling for the
reinstatement of Okunor was
-later presented to Jones.
According to UNM Employee
Relations Manager Paul Sanchez, a three-member grievance
board formally reinstated Okunor
on May 7. Bailey declined . to
discuss this or any other per·
sonnel matter.

(e:<~~pt

Wednesda)"5 1 when they will be shown at

Americans, Mundayj July"· 8 p.m •• in the Fine Arts

Cen!er. Room2018.
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This effect also accounts for many of the problems en·
countered in chronic cocaine abuse. The nasal mucosal eventually dies when the blood supply is shortened and results in
frequent nosebleeds, constant running of the nose; and excessive sloughing of the nasal lining. These problems can often
times be reversed if imorting cocaine is stopped immediately.
Cocaine is an "ideal" local anesthetic, but its widespread
abuse causes the agent to be seldom prescribed. Cocaine abuse
as a whole is dangerous, but one must consider how it is taken to
tell how serious the side effects will be. While snorting cocaine
may appear to be relatively safe, smoking the free base form is
very different and much more toxic. Also, chronic use of cocaine
will inevitably cause problems no matter how it is administered.

f%y

200fo off

•

Toxic effects of smoking cocaine are currently bein:g'studied,
but it appears that the incidence of side effects of smoking
cocaine are much higher when compared to snorting cocaine.
These toxic effects range from nausea and vomiting to extreme paranoia, convulsions and death. The side effects tire
associated with blood levels. Inhalation through the lungs
brings high blood levels of cocaine rapidly to the brain, whereas
snorting cocaine tends to be much more gradual, therefore less
toxic.
As a local anesthetic, cocaine is an excellent choice for drug
therapy. Unfortunately, however, its tight legal control makes
its use rare. In addition to producing potent surface anesthesia,
it also causes the· surrounding blood vessels to constrict, thereby
localizing the anesthesia and prolonging the effect. This latter
, -;;:,eJj~t4,is~relatively unique to cocaine in the ciass of loclll'

Clearance!

or

.

'

. Co.caine .was first introduced into· clinical practice in 1884 by
Sigmund Freud and Karl Koller· as a potent local anesthetic.
. While having many .properties ideal for surface anesthesia,
cocaine was also found to be a strong. stimulant of the·.central
nervous system. Today, cocaine finds limited use
therapeutically, but its widespread illegal use- makes it a pertinent social, if not medical, issue today.
It is estimated that 8-15. million people in the Unittld States
alone have tried cocaine recreationally. This high figure is due in
part to cocaine's accessibility and ease of use.
It can be inhaled through the nostrils ("snorted"), given
intravenously, or converted to the free base form and smoked.
Most commonly it is snorted, as occasional users find injections
unappealling and the smokeable form too expensive .
All of the different routes of administration lead to the same
euphoric effect, but the level of intensity varies depending on
the method used. ·
The free base, or smokeable form, of cocaine has j~st started
to gain national attention. Chemically, co cain~. ~s cocaine
hydrochloride, the soluble salt of the natural product. Treating
the salt form with the base produces the smokeable, ,or native,
form of cocaine. Smoking the free base form produces a more
intense effect, but is also shorter acting and .much )llOr.e
hazardous.

noon), in Ortega Hall~ Room 109, through July l7.
Toda.y's film: Crla by Carlo:; &lura, best-known
<.:(lnlcmporary Spamsh director, and starring

(jeraJdine C'haplin. Spani~h v.ith English subtitles.
l.c::ct~re -Photographer Johu Brumfield will lecture
on HThe Rhe1orka.l Stru1.ture of Robcn Frankts The

'

The goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug information to
the community of' the University of New MexicQ, ·Drug; informatirm is often controversial, contradictory and is constantly
changing.. Also, no Illa and Pills article sh'Ould be used as a ~ole
guide to self treatment or 'drug use.
'. '•

1-'rte f'llmi- Feamrcs and docmucnluries in English
and Spani'lh are 5\!heduled for weekdays:, 2 p.m.
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Editorial
Court Denies Aide for Abortions
The struggle of women with low incomes to gain
the right to control their own lives was dealt a serious
blow by Monday's Supreme Court ruling upholding
the constitutionality of the so-called Hyde amendment. The Hyde amendment denies Medicaid funds to
a woman for an abortion unless her life would be
endangered by childbirth or in cases of promptly
reported rape or incest.
An annual average of some 140,000 abortions have
been performed for women on welfare since 1973, but
that number is expected to drop to less than 2,000 a
year.
We must wonder what will be the consequences for
those women who Will "'''OW be denied abortions
because they cannot afford them. It is obvious that
neither the Supreme Court nor the Congress have
given the matter much thought.
How much more difficult will it be for those mothers
to raise their children? If they want an abortion, they
have decided that they are either unwilling or unable
to provide the care that the children will need. If the
mothers are already receiving welfare benefits, they
are clearly unable to meet all the physical needs of the
children they already have.
The pressures placed upon those women and the
stresses experienced by them are great. To force more

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
lA/HAT Pfl{E! NO, MAN, IT IS

of the same upon them is inexcusably cruel.
We must also consider what will become of the
children. We are going to have many more unwanted
children running around. That is, they will be running
if they are able to get an adequate diet, which is
doubtful since no one has thought to develop
programs and allocate funds to ensure that those
welfare children will be nourished properly.
We will also be faced with the problem of educating
those children. Without good educational opportunities, they will probably not be able to break the
vicious cycle of poverty they were born into. As long
as social services and educational programs are cut by
politicians in their efforts to balance budgets and get
re-elected, the problem can only become worse.

PFmY F:X- N1T' GXCIT!NGI
til. ff'5 mq?tfY/1'17/

'rVII JWT BIJI(NfJ)
fXI/,I/N AN ENTIRe
/1()1)5{;{

.f

..
CW'T 'rW 5V5N
lA/ANT 7IJ STAY
ANfJ IAIATCH TH& 1<£'15
'JH5
? za<&! I

Our conservative Supreme Court, which was
stacked with individuals opposed to human rights by
Richard Nixon (Will we never be rid of him?l has
struck again. This being an election year, we should
not expect the Congress or the President to solve the
many problems created by this ruling. It is too volatile
an issue to be included in a campaign for public office.

-----1--""'..J '""""

Perhaps next year, after the dust settles, someone
will deal constructively with the problem of unwanted
pregnancies instead of making it worse.

Views Regarded as Prejudiced, Ignorant
In re the Lobo interview re the
Ellenberger acquittal with Mr.
Charles Truxillo, displayed with a
picture on page one in the June 26
issue.
I have been exposed to many
racial, ethnic, religious, etc. slurs in
my 26 years, but I was shocked to
read this blatantly anti-Semitic
remark.
"There is no justice when it
comes to Jews," said Mr. Truxillo.
It is incomprehensible to me how

Shocking News ...
I W<lS appalled to read Charles
Truxillo's comments on Norm
Ellenberger in yesterdays Lobo
(June 261, although 1commend the
Lobo for printing them. It is surely
important news that in America in
1990 a Ph.D. candidate in History
could spout anti-semitic drivel that
sounds like Germany in the 1930's.
Roswell is not exactly a hotbed of
Zionism. If Ellenberger received
special treatment at his trial, it is far
more likely that the jurors were
basketball fans.
I wonder how Mr. Tuxlllo would
feel if one of his History professors
publically made racial slurs against
Spanish-Americans.
r;.., M..kG Dolly Loio
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any Chicano, with any sort of a
sense of history, and a Ph.D.
candidate in history as well, could
make such a statement. Chicanos
and Jews both have been oppressed people in history. As a
doctoral candidate in that
discipline, Mr. Truxillo should
certainly be aware of that fact.
Such attitudes as those expressed
by Mr. Truxillo create barriers
between the 'scapegoats' of
history, and l)revent that which is
desperately needed
the

organization of all oppressed
people to fight back against the
power elite who seek to keep them
underfoot.
Perhaps Mr. Truxillo's idea of
'justice for Jews.' as a student of
history, is the 'oven justice'
practiced by Adolph Hitler.
No 'justice for Jews' indeed. Mr.
Truxillo's analysis of the Ellenberger
result is as packed with emotion
and a lack of logic as was the jury's
verdict.
-HarryZimmerman

H"
. l Facts 'Tw"Isted'
. ISt.orica

.
We are astonished and dismayed
by Charles Tuxillo's thinking (as
reported in the June 26, Lobo)
regarding the acquittal last week of
Norm Ellenberger by a Roswell jury.
"This proves.'' he confidently
claims, "that there is no justice
when it comes to Jews." Would
Truxillo care to argue his theory, if
such it can be called, before the
sons of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg? Not only is his comment
reprehensible in itself, as constituting a flagrant example of
ignorance and bigotry, but it is
doubly obnoxious in view of
Truxillo's pretensions to acquire the
title of historian. He certainly holds
a rather novel, if simple, idea of

causality in history.
Is Truxillo, in his obvious passion
for the closely-reasoned argument,
attempting to suggest that the
Roswell jury was actually composed of representatives of the
Jewish Defense League? Was the
basketball that Ellenberger carried
really the secret emblem of a New
Mexico Jewish cabal? Have we all
been such artless fools?
Clearly, a conspiracy does
abound among us ~ a conspiracy
of stupidity and gullibility as personified in the "historical
imagination" of Charles Truxillo.
-Russ Davidson
-Diane Stine

OOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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NEW YORK (UPI) - When
Alan Siegel, the expert on 'plain
English, devoted an article in the
National Law Journal to
avoiding sexist language, he got
far more mail than he'd ever
before had in response to a
column.
Trouble was most of the letters
from lawyers were angry ones:
they saw no reason for changing
traditional legal English.
Siegel, who has made his living
since 1967 advising business,
professional and government
groups to speak and write
English more plainly - his firm
is working now to simplify the
IRS' individual income tax in·
structions - thinks differently.
He said it's important not only
for lawyers but for all who write
to be aware of, and avoid, the
sexual. bias built into the English
language. Such usage usually
stems from unconscious habits,
Siegel said. Conscious effort,
seMitivity, civility and common
sense are needed to correct it.
"A growing number of people
are offended by sexist language.
English is a maleoriented
language as spoken traditionally
and I guess most other languages
are also."
Siegel said he doesn't know
how deep the opposition to sexist
language really is. It isn't yet
possible to prove a business can
lose money because of it and no
lawsuits have been lost over it, he
said.
However, because women's
image of themselves is changing,
language is changing in response
and the importance of avoiding
sexism in language is increasing,
Siegel said.
It is not easy. One obvious
difficulty is the absence of a
neuter third person personal
pronoun in English. One cannot
call a person "it."
The firGt principle in avoiding
sexist English is simple enough,
Siegel said: just don't specify
gender unless it's clearly
relevant; don't use words that
exclude females or derogate
them.
Simplifying English by using
the colloquial you and we instead
of the third person pronouns will
get you a long way, he aQded.
Try to get rid of as many he's
and she's, his and her's as
possible.
After those rules, things
become more subtle and
sometimes a little tricky. For
example, here is a sample
Unsexist Lexicon from Siegel's
piece in the National Law
Journal:
-Write you and your spouse
instead of you and your wife.
-Write homemaker rather
than lady of the house.

Death Toll Rises
To 100 People
The death toll from the
relentless, .scorching heat wave
that has baked the Southwest ·
with record-toppling tem·
peratures for 10 days surpassed
100 degrees Wednesday.
Water rationing was ordered in
some areas, crops withered,
highway asphalt bubbled and
ruptur~d, more livestock died
and some Texas cattle contracted
dust pneumonia.
The 3 million residents of the
sprawling Dallas-Fort . Worth
area were believed to have
sustained the longest, hottest
period of any metropolitan area.

-Say executive, manager or
proprietor
instead
of
businessman or businesswoman.
-Make it supervisor, not
foreman, and say agent or sales
representative
instead
of
salesman.
-Make it husband and wife or

matTied couple instead of man
and wife.
-It's student, never co-ed.
-Even avoid a term like
congressman; say member of
Congress.
-Refer to the average person,
not the average man.

If you don't want to get amusement that there still ill a lot
chummy and use you and we in a
of inconsistency in the stylebooks
business letter or document, of publishing houses and
avoid pronouns altogether and
stick to such formal terms as the periodicals and suggests writers
who aren't ruled by such manuals
buyer and the seller.
use personal judgment and stop
Siegel observed with some short of the ridiculous.

Davis Names College Dean
Davis said that the next step in
F. Chris Garcia, political
science professor and associate the selection process for filling
dean of the UNM College of Arts the office on a permanent basis
and Sciences for the past four had not yet been decided.
years, was named acting dean of
the
college,
Wednesday,
President William E. Davis
announced.
The appointment is effective
immediately, but Garcia will
move into the dean's office July
15 after taking care of prior
commitments.
"While it was nothing official
before now, it (the appointment)
was no surprise," Garcia said.
"It's just an acting position,
until they decide on a new dean. I
think everyone would like a
regular full· time dean, but we can
hold down the fort until they
Chris Garcia
decide what to do."

Expert Bicycle Repair
by former state road champion
Steve Griego

$5°0 OFF complete overhaul
with this ad
106 Girard SE

offer expire~ July 7
265-5170 hours: Mon-Sat: 10-6

(on the alley behind the Alternative Community Center)

2216 Central SE
Call ahead for quick take-out.
265-5986

No one can match
the coupon specials
at the Posh!
I~-----------------------,I I~---------------------·I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i
I
I

I
I

2 for 1 !
i
Sale
i
Ii
i

99~·

I

Banana Split

I A :;crumptious banana, split in half, top-

I

ped with your choice of frozen yogurt
flavor, granola and whipped cream.
I
· Reg. $1 .59 Save 60¢
I
with coupon
one per customer
I,
Valid till 7/1 0/80

I

I
I

I

.

.

I isuy one sandwich get one of,
I !equal value for free with the pur-l
I

I

fhase of two large soft drinks

1 I
1 I

1 1
1 I
I

II II
I

with coupon
one per customer
Valid ti117 /10/80

I
I
I

1
I

I

I
I

~-----------------------· ·---------------------~
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Sports·

Uncle Don

Hunt on for TV Station to Carry
4 Out-of-Town Football Games
lt might turn out that if you
want to see an away Lobo
football game this season, you
will have to go in person. Look on
the bright side, it would be a
good time for a vacation.
The director of athletics at
UNM, John Bridgers, wants to
have four out-of-state football
games broadcast back to
Albuquerque this season.
'rhe expression "so far, so
good" does not apply here. So
far, KOAT-TV (Channel 7) and
KOB-TV (Channel4) have turned
down the offer to broadcast the
much publicized "Saturday
Night Ali-ve" crew.
KOB-TV General Manager
.Jerry Danziger refused the offer
until the Lobos have a winning
team.
KGGM-TV (Channel 13} has
not yet decided whether they will
air the games.
'!'he only demand on the
television stations to air the
game~ ifl that they pay$1,000 to
UNM <md to its opponent for
Pnl'h gaml.'.

:Editor's Note: Uncle Don is a
new column which will appear on
the sport:; page regularly. Uncle
Don is an expert on outdoor life
and ac tiuities.

The games can only be · One of the purposes of
broadcast to an area within 90
televising the games is to in·
miles of Albuquerque, according
crease home attendance, as was
to NCAA rules.
done with Lobo basketball.

Bridgers said he believed Lobo
football would outdraw other
college football games on TV at
the same time by a 2· to-1 margin,

This was also done successfully
at Florida State for five years
while Bridgers was the athletic
director at that school.

T·shirts saying, "UNM
Intramurals," were given to first 1·.' ~fl 1Ttlh
and second place winners.
·
This year, 20 men and five
women competed in tennis
singles intramurals, compared
with last year's 20 men and two
women.
Co-ed intramural volleyball
and softball entries are due tod!ly
at 4 p.m. in Room 124 of Johnson
Gym. There is also a manager's
meeting scheduled for those
competing to discuss game times
and places. Competition is ex·
pected to begin July 7.

ual
SemiClearance

A diver at the UNM pool is out of control and going fast. The
pool is open to students and members of the faculty/staff.
Their guests may· swim for $1.00. There is no age limit for
guests. (Photo by Gerald Sanders)

~--------------------------,

!I

Entire Summer Stock

1

25% to 50% off

I

·~!
~)

2118 Central SE
(acrossfrom UNM)

842-8678

There are four get away ac·
tivities left for this summer
sponsored by the Intramural
Department.

De!lr Uncle Don:
Last time I went backpacking
a bear stole all of my food and I
nearly starved. How can I get
even?
Signed-Hungry

3 Win in Intramural Tennis
The first summer semester
intramural tennis tournament for
singles finished Monday. The
three categories competing were
men's advanced, men's beginning and intermediate, and
women's.'
In men's advanced singles,
Jeff Foreman beat Bill Ambrose
6-1, 1-6, 6·0 for first place. The
men's beginning and intermediate tennis singles' winner
was Wayne Brown over Larry
Price.
Donna Butler defeated Karen
Raggi 6·2, 6-2 for the cham·
pionship in women's singles.

Getaway For Summer

1

$ Fight Inflation $
and SAVE LIVES
Bring this ad & a UNM
or TVI ID with you
when you donate plasma
the first time at

i
I

I

I
I

I
I Yale Blood Plasma Inc.

1
1

~
II
I
IL

!

I

122 Yale SE

for a $5.00 BONUS

I1

Old donors, welcome back!
The above applies to you also.

I
I

one coupon per donor ·not good with other coupons

(Signed) Uncle Don

AFA Joins WAC

Korfball New Sport at UNM
One of the newest sports at
UNM, Korfball, is also an equal
opportunity sport. That's right,
the women play right along with
the men.
Each Korfball team must have
four men and four women to play.
The men cannot dominate the
women in the game, because the
players only guard opponents of
their same sex.
UNM's has had a korfball club
for two years. In August, 10
members of the team will travel
to Bolland to participate in
international competition.
Korfball, closely related to
basketball, is almost as
widespread in Europe as
basketball is in. the United
States.
A round air·filled ball is used in
Korfball, and the goal of the

game is to throw the ball through
a basket placed high above the
heads of the players.
Played outdoors, Korfall is
primarily a passing game. There
is no advantage to dribbling and
because the basket sits on top of
an 11· '/c foot pole, no one player
can dominate the game.
There are only 18 colleges and
universities in the U.S. which
have korfball teams. One of those
schools is New Mexico State
University, which UNM plans to
play next season. The team also
plans to organi2:e games with
other universities in the area.
If you are interested in seeing
korfball in action, PM Maga2:ine
4 will be filming a Korfball game
July 9 at Johnson Fields at 6:30
p.m. There is no admisssion
charge and the public is invited.

Conceptions
Southwest

I

expires Aug. 18, 1980

266-5729 Save a Life

Dear Hungry:
Let. me explain how to get
even. Lift your right shoulder a
little ... there!
Now for the bear. His natural
instinct is to go after whatever
food is available, like a hungry
football player left alone with a
buffet table. Any food left around
is an invitation for the bear to
share camp and tent with you.
Instead of leaving the food on
the ground, make a sky kitchen
whenever you are in bear
country. Take two long ropes and
throw then over two high limbs
on adjacent trees. Tie the two
ropes together between the two
trees and attach your bag of food,
along with any other smelly
items which a bear might be
tempted to try, such as hand
lotion, toothpaste, etc.
Suspend the bag at least
twelve feet high between the
trees by pulling on the ends of the
ropes, then tie the ropes off.
This procedure, along with a
clean camp, should assure you of
bear·free nights.

The last get away activity for
the summer of 1980 will be a
c!lmping-cooking clinic. The
clinic will be a combination of
camping and cooking in the outOn July 12 a hiking clinic will of·doors. '!'here is a fee of $10.00.
be held free of charge. The clinic The clinic will be organized July
will enable the participants to get 31 at4p.m.
out of the city and enjoy hiking
up the La Luz Trail of the
Sandias. Those interested should
attend an organizational meeting
On Tuesday the Western
at 4 p.m. on July 10, room 154 of Athletic Conference welcomed a
Johnson Gym.
new member to the confernece,
the
Air Force Academy.
A bike trip is also on the list of
The
Air Force Academy
activities. The cost will depend
become
the
WAC's ninth member
on the number of people going.
and
is
the
only
national military
The trip will be organized at 4
p.m. in room 154 of Johnson academy to affiliate with a
Gym. This is a week·end trip, conference. The Falcons will be
beginning Saturday morning and eligible for all conference
championships for the upcoming
ending Sunday night.
school year, although the
A horse-back riding clinic will Academy and the Lobos will not
planned on July 24 at 4 p.m. in meet in football action this
room 154 of Johnson Gym. A season.
The Air Force Academy
riding fee of $2 .00 will be
charged. The clinic will be July sponsers 17 men's sports and 11
women's sports.
26.

I

. ----------------~--------~

photo by Lela Hersh

Spring1980
A UNM publication containing photography,
poetry, art and fiction by UNM
students, faculty and staff is

Now On Sale

$2 in Marron Hall, Rm. 131
also in the UNM Bookstore and the Living Batch

} '.,,.
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Head & Body Stimulants
Legally Available

Film Heroine Discovers Self
And Matrimony Is Baloney
Clab'e Kessinger
Arts Writer
My Brilliant Career
Guild Theater

Children Learn Skills Through Interaction
!Iii ,,
·--.'1

WE ARETHt

l.OtJOS

'11GH1Y MIGHTY' ~10BD5

•

It has been said that there is more sanctity in a child's ability
to learn and master new skills than in all the religious orders
ever founded by man. This summer, as well as the previous
five, large groups of children can be seen in Johnson Gym
participating in physical finess and sports skills programs.
There programs are part of Continuing Education under the
direction of Dr. Mary Jo campbell of the· Health, P·E•, lind · ·
Recreation Dept. The activities include such sports as
racquetball, badminton, swimming, touch football and gymnastics, as well as developmental exercises in dance and
movement. Although some of the games are competitive by
nature, competition is not stressed. There are no tournaments, trophies or losers. Each child develops his or her
own abilities without being compared to others. Because all
of the groups are co-ed, social development becomes as important as physial skills. Interestingly enough, disciplinary
problems are almost non-existant. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

My Brilliant Career, the story
of a· spirited girl growing up in
Australia at the turn of the
century, delivers a cinematic
piece de resistance, And
tonight's your last night to see it.
Careens not made like an
American film; its Australian
origins lead the story line away
from the typical American
format. The difference is evident
right away.
The heroine, Sybilla, skillfully
played by Judy Davis in a part
that seems to fit her like a glove,
thirsts for adventure instead of
matrimony. In an American fUm,
keeping a handsome, wealthy
suitor at arms·length would
inevitably lead to catastrophe,
then a change of heart. Not so in
My Brlliant Career. A pat ending
is never reached. It is simply the
story of a girl's life realistically
told, with all the restlessness and
indecisiveness left intact.
Another striking departure
from American films is the film's
leisurely pace, Although this
movie never drags, its slow pace
takes us back to a time when
there was no hurry to get
anywhere. There were no films
showing at 7:30 IUld 9, no T.V.
and radio; people didn't dine at
restaurants after a quick drive
into town; afternoons passed
slowly and people traveled the
dusty roads on horseback. They
picked berries and rowed in
canoes for their entertainment
and had leisurely dinners and
conversations. My Brlliant
Career captures the essence of the
era.
The film not only gives a taste
of the luxurious and regulated life
of the wealthy folk of the
Australian territory of 1900, it
also gives a glimpse of middleclass farm life, and the hard·
working lives of the poor,

"of"'

....

~.; ,..
.

'

--. '

The success of the 1979
Concert on the Green· prompted
Ambell and the Taylor Rilnch to
repeat their July gift to the City
of Albuquerque. Everyone is
invited to bring their lawn chairs

Box 1066 Albuquerque, N.M. 87103
Yn~ must be 18 Y''IU'~ old to order.
fi'ourlt.."t'n
Money Back

1·505·242·H491

McAlpine reveals the stunning
Australian landscape. Director
Gill Armstrong does an excellent
job recreating Australian Vic·
torianism, but he gives his
characters a timeless quality that
makes the film special,
If you don't go to anoth!!r film
this year, see My Brilliant
Career. Judy Davis may not
quite live up to her description as
another Katherine Hepburn
(perhaps only one comes along
every century after all), but she
really holds her own as a skilled
and vibrant actress.

The New Mexico Symphony and blankets imd enjoy fireworks
Orchestra tops off the Glorious and music reminiscent of an old· ,
Fourth with a joyous musical .fashioned F<?urth.
celebration, 8 p.m., on the Green
of Taylor Ranch, Montano and
CoorsNW.
The free concert, sponsored by
Ambell and the Taylor Ranch
Association, features
music
appropriate to a real rootin',
tootin' Fourth.
Assistant Conductor Harold
Weller
has
programmed
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture,
Handel's Royal Fireworks Music,
Morton Gould's American
Salute, Leroy Anderson's
Burglar's Holiday, music from
Aaron Copland's ballet, Rodeo
and a John Philips Sousa march.
Also featured this year are some
sing.alongs to get the audience
into the act.

Zia Pharmacal
For whole;mle

uneducated tillers of the soil.
The rigid manners and
customs of the tim~;~, the con·
straint that was unflaggingly
observed by discreet gentlemen
and women chafes on the
rebellious Sybilla, She is born
into a world where little is ex·
pected from life, and her
imaginative and unharnassed
personality bring down on her all
the displeasure and censure of her
Victorian parents and peers, who
have no dreams of their own.
Sybilla is an artist and she knows
it; her temperment is out of step
with the world around her, When
at 18 she declares she will not
marry or get a job but will in·
stead support herself. as a writer,
her parents throw up their hands
in despair. In desperation her
parents send her to her wealthy
grandmother, who, they hope,
will teach her to conform.
There she learns what taking
the wrong step in life can mean
and is tamed and gentled a bit,
but never broken in spirit.
Instead she eventually gains one
of their most prized attainments
(an offer of marriage). Never·
theless, she ultimately refuses
the pot of gold at the finish,
preferring to take her chances on
her "brilliant," as she wryly puts
it, career.
My Brilliant Career is pep·
pered with interesting secondary
characters. Sam Neill plays
Sybilla's suitor, and he expertly
lets his character expand from
the diffident young man who
believes he can't get too close to
any of the marriageable young
women he knows, to one who
shakes off his wary Victorian
stance and begins to enjoy life.
There is also the pompous
Frank, who looks like a
caricature of a Royal Canadian
mountie, with his regulation
posture
and
handlebar
moustaches. He has oh-so·
perfect manners and not·too·
many brains which make for a
delightfully comic character.
Cinematographer Don

NMSO Celebrates 4th
;:_'"";?:~,.0

For 30 small black pills and
catalogue send $6.50 to:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

! Roadrunner Fun !
:
:

:

I
:

(formerly Roadrunner skates)
announces

the grand opening of
our new shop
2214 Central SE

•••
•:
•:•
•••••••••••

(next to the Posh Bagel)

The finest rollerskate shop in the universe
We're open late for cool night skating
12-10 Tues-Thurs
10-11 Fri-Sun
Closed Monday

Featuring quality rentals, sales, service and accessories

:

i
·

•:
•:
••

• l
1

i
l

!

New Mexico's ·most
complete s~pply
of backpackfng
equipment
2421 SAN PEDRO NE

••

(505) 266-8113
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· The Shining
Wdrrier Brothers
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directing. Nicholson becomes a
utterly insane mania.c.
This movie ultimately relies
upon the acting talents of
Nicholson and Duvall. It would
not have worked at all if not for
the Jekyll-and-Hyde character of
Nicholson. I cannot think of
another actor who could have
done the part well enough to hold
this tenuous flick together,

Lester Slick
Arts Writer

¢ ,~
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Book Better

~
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Jack Nicholson as Jack Torrance in "The Shining"

Spirits Materialize

LSAT • MCIIT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-H. IUIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
T~rJt

., · ---~i\.rt$ and Activities

Preparatwn SPNiah~t·,
S1mr 1g3n

127 Jefferson NE
2Elii-2!i24

Leslie Donovan
Arts Writer
Laughter and ethereal spirits in flowing gown~ materialized last
weekendjn UNM'sRodeyTheatre with a new theatre arts production,
Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit.
But spirits were not all that materialized in Rodey.
With Blithe Spirit, directed by Robert Hartung, the promise of a
fine summer season at UNM became reality.
Blithe Spirit, the first of three Coward plays to be presented this
summer in a "Carnival of Coward," concerns a man who finds himself
..,.
married to two women - one, his dead first wife.
Hartung, who once directed a Hallmark Hall of Fame adaptation of
Blithe Spirit, gives this UNM production the professionalism
demanded by Coward's sophisticated style of comedy.
He brought out the best of UNM's repertory company. All seven
actors worked at premium poflential.
Leather boots
$38.00
UNM
James Arnholz, Albuquerque Journal "Trends" editor, as the
Suede boots
$43.00
. leading man, expresses his predicament wonderfully as does Lynne
USA plates
$15.00
' Brownell as his second wife.
Ch~go plates
$15.qQ.J ,, ., .•'-'
; Patricia Springer is the charming, seductive first wife,
Precision bearing $1.00 ea.
But Katy Ryan Martin, as the delightful medium Madame Arcati,
Kryptos
$3.00 ea.
stole the show.
Skateboards
$35.00
Blithe Spirit shows again tonight and July 6 & 17.
Another "Carnival of Coward" presentation, Priuate Liues opens
rent skates from our truck
July 4 and will run July 5, 11, 15 & 18.
All shows are at Sp.m.
..;z;. .......................

,.;

.,

Fo;r; Winrock Cinerama Theatre
Producer-director . Stanley
Kubrick has come out with a
reasonably good film once again.
Only "reasonably good" because
The Shining has good points to
recommend it, but it fails to be as
good as it could have been.
Kubr-ick missed an opportut~ity
to make a really outstanding
horror film.
The film is spotty. You almost
had to have read the book to
understand the movie. The book
teases, then horrifies with subtle
detail, and shocks like a side·
show spook hou.se.
Kubrick should have stuck
closer to the ·novel. He didn't

106 N;forningside NE
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THEUNIONFILMTHEATRE

FRIDAY JULY 4

1 :.- ~ ••

I strongly suggest you
1
catch
Maria Braun!"
-Andre•y Sarris,. Village Voice

1240 Wyoming Blvd. N~E.

555_5 Montgomew N.E. ...
·..
..·"

3040:Juan Tabo

·

·2~588·

881-101-8 .

298-6868-·
.
., ..

"AN EPIC/COMEDY AND A
ROMANtiC BALLAD.
'THE MARRIAGE OF
MARINBRAVN' REMINDS
US OF THE STII,L IMMENSE
POSSIBILITIES OF MOVIES
MADE BY MASTERS."
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"Hanna Schygulla is an improbable
cross between Dietrich and
IIarlow ... she raises screen

l.
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acting to a new le~'el of

sexual knowingness."
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SHOWS AT
7:00

"Fassbinder's 'Blue Angel:"
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SATURDAYJULY5 .

A WONDROUS
ANIMATION SPECTACLE
ABLAZE ·WITH
ADVENTURE

HA-~ASTERPIECE.
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blo~k from cnmpu1, pool, laundry, rcfrigerqJcd AC.
Ni~e pla~e. Mike, 265·4533, 265-3277.
7/03

FURNISHED ROOM HlR rem 111 large, com·
!nrtablc air l'<lndlli<>ned hnu1e near t!NM. Graduate
'lud~nl, JWtHmukcr preferred. $110/mc>. plus utility
~an•: 1~~42R9.
7/03
HlR RI'NT: IAIWE nne hedromn apt. Nice S.E.
lu~ntiuo, nee•,, gra1s, washer. $165 monthly. 345·

173~·------~------------~-----
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ON!' HF!lROOM, $205; studio, $-l~i" efficiency,
$14.~; furuhhcd, all utili tic~ paid, laundry, near lJNM
and Central, Washington. 1218 Copper N.I'.; 200
leHt'r"m N.f. H42-fil70, 299-7012.
8/07

5.

FORSALE

IWO-lll'l>ROOM hou'e ncar UNM.
Awuuahl,, !nan. hreplarc. Priced to sell at $2H,600!
ll~n Ch,l•~l Reali~- 247-4377, 24Z-15!2.
7/03
!•TIRE r!'it!'iJ "LciN(i.tJairc<l guinc;t pig~. Ex,ellcnt
P"t .. he~! 277-404~.
7103
J7o ~1J;(;;---i97ol!'c1NnA S911, cx.,;cllcnt "'"dition,
512~ 21litiuan!S.I·... altcrf•p.m.
7;CJ3
~!ciPi'!J;~iw, "-lC L $1()(). 2sq17o.
''0~
AI\< icNW.ISH SPIUNC.~I:R •pamel puppies,
d~euupi<l!l hluntllmco,, liver and wlutc. Cull Jeff: 243,
u~_l•t!.,:~7!:;'>_1H,26'6:iK7.
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EMPLOYMENT

7/03

MAKE MORE MONEY. Sell small black pills. Most
effective head and body stimulants. I.egally avE;ilable,
Phone 242-8491 days only.
7103
lMMEI)lA Tii OPENINGS FOR bi-lingual in·
tcr~icwcrs to conduct face-to-race interviews.
Temporary assignments up to four hours p~r day for
a six week period probably twke this year. Interested
pcrsm1s slwuld contact the Albuquerque Urban
277-563R.

7/03

lMMI'DIAT.F. WORK STUDY POSITION.
p,yo;hology professor needs lab assiltant. Gain
valuable research experience. 277-4045, ask for Pan
<lr Hlen.
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7/03

MISCELLANEOUS

SKY DIVE: FIRST JUMP ~nurse every weekend. $75.
Call ~.11·1941 or 281-!245
8107
OBI!' IS Af the Silver Sunbeam. 103 Dartmouth
'i.l' .• ll·5;30, Tue~daythrnu)lhSatur<lay.
7tl0
Nf'!'l)f D: A Nl!MDI;:R of ~llldent~ in variou~
dildpline~ to help e'tabli\h a pamphlet. The Truth
Will Out. Please call242·686B.
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The Living Batch
2406 Central SE 262-1619
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Desert
6 African lake
10 Cargo vessel
14 Later
15 Retreat
16 Again
17 Angry
18 Dreams
20 Diary
21 Lion's crest
23 Nureyev's
forte
24 Skirt style
25 Key
26 Of a government
30 Despots
34 Garland
35 Winter ills
37Mo.
38 Polynesian
god
39 Wrong
41 Thread:
Comb. form
42 -Thumb
43 Elide
44 Scared
46 Awkward
48 Guise
50 Rattle

52 Woe word
53 Paca
56 Magpie
57 Theatre abbr.
60 Contracted
62 Ungulate
64 Elm, e.g.
65 Strong wind
66 Antelope
671ndian
weights
68 British gun
69 Splits
DOWN
1 Howl
2 Hairstyle
3 Hart
4 Asian holdiay
5 Hermit
6 Dispensary
7 Hearty
8 Be ill
9 Thrashes
10 Grins
11 Chill
12 French river
13 Direction
19 Seasons
22 Beast
24 Noon: Fr.
25 Troubles
26 Famed

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

soprano
27 Scallion
28 Dellbes' work
29 Burning
31 Korean, e.g.
32 Memento
33 Famed potter
36 Applicable
40 Ponder
41 Brothers
43 Condition
45 Overpraise
47 Prigs

49 First
51 Hake and
burbot
53 Performs
54 Blood
55 Unique thing
56 Soccer great
57 Bridge
58 Peel
59 Commands:
Abbr.
61 Perched
63 Beverage
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What Is Kotjball?
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perience running autodave and preparing sterile
in~trument.~ preferred but will train. Call 265-9511
anda~k ror nursing supervisor.
7103
COOPEiRATION <JAMES AND sports inMructor.
Children'uecreation program. Ages S to II years, M
F. '1·5 through August n. Call Susan, 293-53.59.

Ob;erv~tnry.

'iMAII

6.

INSTRUMENT STERILIZER WANTED to work in

an abortion and family planning clinic. Prior ex·

Korfhall is n•lat<•d to basketball and enjoys a popularity in
Enrnpt• w•arly as significant as basketbali's popularity here .
'''hil<' ba.,k<·thall <wolved ac; an indoor sport korfball
dPwlopPd outdoors as a passing ganw (the field's gra'iSy surfa('l' discouraged dribbling). It is a fast moving sport \Vith
four \\om en and four nwn on each team. The goal is a
haskd perched atop an lli 2 foot pole which has no backhoard. You can wihH"iS thi!-t t>Xdting sport, new to UNM. at
JohnMm Fiddo.;. just east of johnson G)Til. \\"edm.·sday. June
0, at {i::30 p.m .

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
, under the heading (circle
_ times(s) beginning
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housing; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Classified Advertising Rates
16q: per word, $1.00 minumum charge
Terms· Cash in advance

Hours 8:00a.m.- 4:30 p.n1.
Monday through Friday
Deadline Noon Wednesday
Marron Hall Room 131

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

